(1) For every (<*)-space F and every closed linear map u: F -'ElíJ, u is continuous.
(2) For every separated locally convex topology 3"« on E, weaker than J, we have J C 3 J .
Much of this paper is devoted to amplifying Kömura's theorem in special cases, some well-known, others not.
An entire class of special cases, generalizing
Adasch's theory of infra-(s) spaces, is established by considering a certain class of functors, defined on the category of locally convex spaces, each functor yielding various notions of "completeness" in the dual space.
1. Introduction. The principal source of inspiration for this paper is a semester-long series of lectures on closed-graph and open-mapping theorems given by Professor Gottfried Kothe at the University of Maryland in the spring of 1972. During that series of lectures, it occurred to the author that it should be useful if one could show that a locally convex space E [3" ] which is webbed is also strongly webbed, i.e. the space E[ß(E, E )] is also webbed.
It then occurred to him that a transfinite procedure could extend this result to the conclusion that E [3"'] is also webbed, where 3*' is the weakest barreled topology on E stronger than 3". This seemed satisfying, since it was the analogue of a result enunciated by Professor Köthe in his lectures, namely that if E [31 is webbed, then so is ELT*], where 3"* is the weakest bornological topology on E stronger than j. This satisfaction was shortlived, however, since the two results together raise the question of whether they can be simultaneously generalized.
The author was able to do this by proving that if E [3" ] is webbed, then so is E [3""] , where 3"" is the weakest 392 M. H. POWELL ultrabornological topology on E stronger than 3". That result is presented in this paper (Theorem 7.1).
In the course of proving the result alluded to above, the author quite naturally never had closed-graph theorems for linear mappings u: F -» ED ], F an ultrabornological space, E[j ] a locally convex space, too far from his mind; and it occurred to him that one could write down a necessary and sufficient condition on E [J] for such a theorem to hold, both the condition and the proof being completely nonconstructive, mere symbol-juggling so to speak. The condition is this: For every separated locally convex topology 3"0 on E with 3*0 C 3", we have 3" C 3"jJ. Moreover, it occurred to the author that the proof involved worked just as well if one replaced "ultrabornological" with "bornological" or "barreled" or any other property which is stable under the formation of final topologies. When he communicated this insight to Professor Kó'the, he was introduced to Kömura's paper [9] , where exactly this general result had appeared over a decade earlier. Kömura enunciated only one particular case of his general theorem, namely the case where F is barreled. Neither this special case, nor the general case, seems too widely known, though this has changed somewhat recently with the rediscovery of the theorem for F barreled by Adasch [l] . While the new proofs given cannot compare with the simplicity of Kömura's, they do give the theorem a very substantial advantage it did not have before: The condition on E [.T ] (namely, that J C J q for every separated în C Ï) has now been reformulated in such a way as to be "useful". For instance, one can use the formulations now available to give a quite easy proof of Pták's closed-graph theorem, an advantage sure to be appreciated by those who learned it the hard way. One principal aim of this paper will be to enunciate several special cases of Kömura's theorem and also to give reformulations of the conditions on E [j] that arise in special cases, reformulations which it is to be hoped might impart a feeling of "usefulness" to the result. In the course of doing this, it will be necessary to give at least thumbnail descriptions of the principal consequences of the condition on the space F (the domain). Where the results are well known, the author will so indicate and this will be the case much of the time, though there are some results which are at least not well known to the author to be well known. Also, it is the case that Kömura's theorem raises some interesting new problems and the author will comment on some of these. At least one of these problems is illuminated in part by the result on webbed spaces mentioned above.
Most notation and terminology will be treated as though it is universally known, the only gesture toward the likely event that this is not the case License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ON KOMURA'S CLOSED-GRAPH THEOREM 393 being occasional short descriptive phrases. For now, we will mention explicitly only the following: The author does not assume that all locally convex topologies are separated. However, the author will use the phrase "locally convex space" only on objects EuM, where J is a separated locally convex topology on E.
2. Kômura's closed-graph theorem. Let lF.|.e. be an indexed family of vector spaces and let F be a vector space. For each i £ I suppose we are given a locally convex topology S. on F . and a linear map u.: F. -» F.
The family of all locally convex topologies S on F which make each of the and in case all the topologies involved, including S, are separated, S is also called the hull topology.
Following Komura [9] , we consider some property (a) pertaining to locally convex topologies and we assume that if S is a locally convex topology on a space F then S has property (a) only if S is separated. We now fix a locally convex space FuT]. We let {3".|.eJ be the family of all (a. )-topologies on E which are stronger than 3*. Then the greatest lower bound of this family among all locally convex topologies on E is stronger than 3", hence is separated.
Since it is also the final topology defined by the family of inclusions }E[3\] -► F \e¡, it is also an (ct)-topology (being separated). Hence, it is the smallest (a )-topology stronger than J.
We denote this topology by 3" and call it the ia.)-topology associated to J. we have 3~0 = 3"a .
(4) For every separated locally convex topology 3"0 on E with 5"n C 3", we have 3" C 3"Q . That is, if 3"0 separated and 3"0 C 3" imply that 5"q = 3* , does it then follow that "3a is minimal among the (a)-topologies on E? This is not at all clear to the author in the general case, nor in many particular cases for Komura's theorem also leaves us with the problem of reformulating statement (4) of the theorem in such a way as to be more useful in special cases.
A good part of the rest of this paper will be devoted to doing that. To be specific, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next four sections we will consider in succession four special cases for the property (a): (a) "universal", true of all locally convex spaces; (a) = (t):
"tonnelé" or "barreled"; (a) . (7l): "normable"; (a) = ($): "complete and normable". In the first two cases, the author has made no contribution of his own, except an expository one. In the latter two cases, it would probably be fair to say that the author has made some original contribution, though it would probably be difficult to pinpoint just where it begins and exposition leaves off. §7 is devoted to some results due to the author in the theory of webbed (4) E[oiE, E')] is complete.
(5) EZE'*.
(6) t(E , E) is the strongest locally convex topology on E .
(7) E[J] is isomorphic to a product of scalar fields.
If the above statements hold, then o(E, E ) = 3" = ß(E, E1).
4. On infra-(s) spaces. We now consider the case where (o) = (t):
"barreled". The property (t) is stable under the formation of final topologies, i.e., (/) *=» (t ). (4) For every separated locally convex topology 'S n on E with 3"Q C 3", we have 3" C Jx.
(5) For every separated locally convex topology 3"Q C 3" and every j nbounded set ß C F, ß is j -bounded.
(6) F or every separated locally convex topology J n on E with 3"0 C J and every local null sequence \x j in E[3~q], \x \ is J -bounded.
Corollary.
Let G be a barreled space. The following are equivalent:
(2) Every dense subspace of G is also barreled. (SB) ~ ÇB). We note that since (ÍB) -* 0î), we have (S3) -» 0l) ~ (x) and so the CRVspaces form a subclass of the bornological spaces. Hence, the standard name for this class is rather natural: A (iB)-space is called an ultrabornological space. In place of the notation (SB) we will use (u).
Let ELT] be a locally convex space. A bounded, absolutely convex subset B of E will be called a Banach disc of E[3j if E" is a Banach space.
Notice that the only role j plays in this definition is to insure B bounded, so that the insertion Efl -» E[3l is continuous. We remark that if B is sequentially complete for any other separated locally convex topology on E for which B is also bounded, then B is a Banach disc for E [3" ]. In particu-
is quasi-complete and B is closed, then B is a Banach disc.
If B is o(E, E')-compact, then B is a Banach disc. We denote by SBj the family of all Banach discs for E[3"]. We denote by Kg-the family of all absolutely convex, 3-compact subsets of E. We now consider the topologies on E which are, respectively, the final topologies defined by the families lEB ~* E^Bey {EK ~* E^K€K<r(E,E')> «EK ~* E'KeXy'
It is an important fact, and not difficult to prove, that each of these structures is J ". We can reformulate this in terms of absolutely convex sets U C E: We have U a J "-neighborhood of 0 <=> U absorbs each set in Sj «=> U absorbs each set in n-oïc p'i <=> ^ absorbs each set in Kj <=» U absorbs each set in K_.u. The last test mentioned is the least stringent, although it has an aspect of circularity to it, since it uses 3" to describe 3".
It is useful, however, in that in place of K^u we can use K , for any 5"' C J", for instance 3"' = ß(E, E'). A sequence {yn\ in E [7] is said to be fast convergent to y0 £ E if there is some set K £ Kg" such that y £ K for all « > 0 and such that |yn -yglfC ~"* ^* ^n aDS°lutely convex set U C E is a (4) For every separated locally convex topology J0 on E with JQ C 3", we have ï C 3"q.
(5) For every separated locally convex topology J Q on E with J n C J a72a" every J "-compact, absolutely convex set K C E, K is J-bounded.
(6) For every separated locally convex topology j n otz E with 3Q C J a72a" every fast convergent null sequence \x } z'72 E[in], |x } is 3 -bounded.
6.2 Corollary. Lei G be a barreled space. The following are equivalent:
(2) Every dense subspace of G is a Mackey space. bornological. So we have Tn C 3^ Ç J = 3*. Notice that 3^ is a bornological topology on <p, weaker than 1), and that 720 coordinate projection is continuous with respect to 3^, since ia("M is 3^-bounded, but bounded in 720 coordinate.
Of course, the above paragraph shows that (f>Ui\ is not an (3ïC)-space.
It is also possible to argue this in a less constructive, but more emphatic, fashion: Let F be any subspace of <p" and let K be any oiF, <£)-compact, absolutely convex subset of F. Then K is also oifp" , <£)-compact and abso- We make the following claims:
(1) B is J-compact for all n, x, r.
(2) Let 3" denote the hull topology on E defined by the family of insertions \E" -* E\ . Then J is ultrabornological and 3" C J . (1) // 3 is any separated locally convex topology on E with S C 3"", then ffi is a (¿-web of EVS ]. /t2 particular, this holds for 3"' = /3(E, F* ), /or 3"' = 3"', for T = 7*, and for T = 3"".
(2) // 3 z's a locally convex topology on E which is ultrabornological and weaker than Su, then S' = 3". We denote by A(E , E), resp. A(E, E ), the structure on E , resp. E, of uniform convergence on sets of EA, resp. E A. We subject A to the following restriction:
Proof of (2). Apply DeWilde's closed-graph theorem to E[S']^> E[SU
(3) If u: F -» E is continuous, then «FA refines FA and u E A refines F'A.
We notice that (3) implies the following statement:
(3 ) If u: F -* E is continuous, then u is A(E , E)-A(F , F) continuous and u is A(F, F )-A(E, E ) continuous.
We notice that we have oXE',E)C\(E',E)Cß(E',E), oiE,E')C\(E,E')Cß(E,E').
This implies, for instance, that every weakly complete set is A-complete.
8.5 Note. The frame we are in is in many respects symmetric, but not totally so. The families EA and E A do depend on the given topology on E, as does the continuity condition on linear maps u: F -» E. To eliminate this, we could consider a rule, the argument of which is dual pairings (E, E ) rather than locally convex spaces E, replacing the continuity condition on linear maps with a weak continuity condition. Such a theory could be studied in our framework by having the rule assign to E[T] the families it assigns to (E, E ) . So the theory we have outlined is the more general one.
Since we will be modifying the topology on E from time to time however, we will have to take care to make it clear which topology is under consideration. We consider the following properties of locally convex spaces E:
(a ) Every se/ ¿72 FA is A(E, E')-complete.
(a') Every set in E A z's A(F , E)-complete.
(a ) Every set in EA is \(E, E )-compact.
(a') Every set in E A is A(E , E)-compact.
(a ) Every set in EX is A(E, E )-precompact.
(a') Every set in E A z's A(E , E)-precompact.
(a ) Every set in EA is o(E, E )-compact.
(a1) Every set in E A is oXE , E)-compact.
These properties satisfy stability statements as follows: 
(S, S') J \(S, S') D A(E, E')\s D oiS, S').
Moreover, S\ refines EA. From this we see the stability property holds for all properties involving completeness.
(2) This is simply the dual argument to (1) . (3) and (4) (i) It is stronger than the induced product A-topology.
(ii) It is weaker than the sum A-topology. (iii) Every A-set is weakly bounded, hence contained in a finite subsum.
(iv) Every A-bounded set is weakly bounded, hence contained in a finite subsum.
From this, it follows that the induced A-topology on every A-set and every A-bounded set is precisely the induced sum A-topology. From this, and from (iii), it follows that (a2), (a3), (a4), (a3), (a&) are all stable under direct sums and (a'2), (a',), (a'4), (a'A (aj.) stable under products.
(5) This follows from (1) and (3).
(6) If we first notice that if E has its strongest locally convex topology, then E has all the listed properties, we see that we may reduce to the case of locally convex hulls. But, in this case, it suffices to consider direct sums and quotients. So the result follows from (2) and (4). 8.8 Convention. Until further notice, (a) will denote one of the properties (a'j), (a'2), (a')f (a') introduced in Proposition 7. We concentrate on these because of the fact that they are stable under the formation of final topologies. We note that (a'2), (a'A) and (a'6) have the added virtue of being stable under the formation of arbitrary products. We note also that, in properties (a'J and (a'2), the families E A are in fact irrelevant (and, along with them, the topologies A(E, E )). For this reason, we may, in examples, specify only the family EA, in which case one may supply any family E A which seems reasonable, e.g., let E A be all finite-dimensional discs.
We will denote by (r) the property: E is a Mackey space, ir) is stable under the formation of final topologies and under the formation of products. ira) will denote the property: E is an (a)-space and a Mackey space, ira.)
is stable under the formation of final topologies and, if (a) is (a'2), (a') or (a'6), stable under the formation of products.
If E[j] is a locally convex space, we denote, as before, by 3 , resp. j , the weakest (a)-topology, resp. (ra)-topology, on E which is stronger than 3.
8.9 Proposition.
Let ED ] be a locally convex space and let F be a 
XiE',E) andXiE[SSV,E[SS]).
Proof. (1), (2) and (3) are reasonably clear. The point here is that if we take adjoints in this latter exposition, then
we have essentially statements (1), (2), and (3) of Proposition 9 and these statements strongly resemble the statements in the first exposition involving completions. The only difference, and it is an important one, is that the mappings involved with E^, F^ and ED \ must be adjoints. However, taken together with the fact that the property (Ô) does, in one way or another, involve some sort of completeness hypothesis, the resemblance between statements (1), (2), (3) Proof. Let u = v: F -* E, using the fact that F = ÍF )x and E = (Ex) .
Then u is weakly continuous and Proposition 9 applies. G We conclude this section by stating two closed-graph theorems, both of which generalize Adasch's theorem, and both of which are direct corollaries of Komura's theorem. F^ is complete.
F\ is quasi-complete.
Every set in F A is A(F , F)-complete.
Every set in F A is o\F , F)-compact.
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If, in addition, F is a Mackey space, we call F a (ra)-space.
The rest of this paper will be devoted to applying the results of this section to particular cases for the rule A.
9. Algebraic spaces and infra-(s) spaces: A closed-graph theorem for infra-barreled spaces. This section gives the results of that particular case of the theory of §8 got by letting EA be all finite-dimensional discs in E.
Then E'x=E'a.
If (a) = (a j), then E is an (a)-space if and only if Ea is complete, i.e., E = E .In this case, E is a (ra)-space if and only if E carries its strongest locally convex topology, in which case E is often called an algebraic space.
Since, in this case, every locally convex space is a (raO-space, the closedgraph theory is trivial. This is reflected in the fact that statement (2) Also interesting is the case that arises when we let E A be all ßiE , E)-bounded discs in E . In this case we have (a ) «=» (a ) and, if we let (a) = (a6), then clearly E is an (a)-space if and only if ÁE, E1) = ß*iE, E') and E is a (ra)-space if and only if E is infrabarreled.
If fT is the given topology on E, then ÁE, E\S ] ) = 3ra is the weakest infrabarreled topology on E stronger than J: E[Ja]^. has the property that each of its strongly bounded subsets is relatively complete (in fact, relatively compact) and the mapping Ea -♦ E[3"a]^. is the solution to the corresponding universal mapping problem (see Corollary 8.11) . So ED Iq. is a sort of quasi-completion of Ea, but we will forebear coining a name for it.
Theorem 8.13 can be restated in this context as follows:
9.1 Corollary. Let E[3j be a locally convex space. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every infrabarreled space F and every closed linear map u:
F -» E, u is continuous.
(2) For every subspace H of E such that every strongly bounded subset of H is relatively weakly compact and such that H n E is dense, we have E' C H. Therefore, A(£r, E) is simply the natural topology on E'T, which is, of course, complete. From this, it follows that oXE, E't) = o\E, E')a if a = ( a'j). If and all K C E, K a oXE, //Vcompact disc. Here, we weaken the condition on F to Fj. complete and we must strengthen the condition on E and now assume that / is oiE, //)-continuous on K for each o(E, //)-compact disc K.
It was mentioned in the introduction that Adasch's theorem yields a rather easy proof of Pták's closed-graph theorem, since it is not difficult to
show that an infra-Pták space is an infra-(s) space. This lends some interest to the following result:
10.3 Corollary. Let E be a semireflexive infra-Pták space and let F be the Mackey dual of a quasi-complete space.
If u: F -* E is a closed linear map, then u is continuous.
Proof. Let H be a dense subspace of E . It suffices to show that E C HT. We use the following lemma:
10.4 Lemma. Let E be a locally convex space and denote by M the family of all balanced, convex, o(E , E)-closed, equicontinuous subsets of E . The following are equivalent:
(1) E is a semireflexive infra-Pták space.
(2) For every dense subspace K of E' such that K Ci M is ß(E', E)-
closed in E for all M £%, we have K = E .
Proof. Proof of corollary, continued. We consider the uniform structure li on E of uniform convergence on o(E, //)-compact discs. Since E is an infraPták space, hence a (fB(?)-space, all such discs are bounded in E, and so ll induces a locally convex structure on E which is stronger than o(E , E) and weaker than ß(E , E). Since each set in 5H is a o(E , E)-compact disc, it is therefore il-complete and ll-bounded in E . is that a bounded subset of E' is precompact with respect to S if and only if it is equicontinuous on every precompact disc in E. Hence, all equicontinuous subsets of F are 3" -precompact and the o(E , Enclosure of a Jprecompact set is again S -precompact.) We also specify a family E A, namely all A(E , E)-precompact and oXE , E)-closed discs in E . Since every A(F , EVprecompact subset of E is contained in such a set, the space E[A(E, E )] is simply E, with the topology induced by the canonical injection E -» (E ) . We denote this space by F . (The topology on E is often denoted 3"00. We have JcJ00.)
We first mention the properties (aA) and (a6) : They are equivalent and reduce to the statement that E is polar-semireflexive, i.e., that every precompact subset of E is relatively compact.
11.1 Lemma. Let (a) = (a'j): "E1 is complete."
Let E C E* denote the Grothendieck completion of E . We denote by Er^ the space E, with the structure of uniform convergence on the compact discs of E . Then E^ is a locally convex space and we have continuous maps F^, -* E -* E with all these spaces sharing the same precompact sets. We therefore have topological embeddings E -» (E ) -» (EOl = E'.
Finally, we have E' = E[SaY.
Proof. Consider the space E^ = E . Since it consists precisely of all linear forms in E which are continuous on each precompact subset of E, we may appeal again to Ascoli's theorem and conclude that, considering E as a locally convex space in its own right, the topology on E of uniform convergence on sets in (E )A, i.e., on all precompact (hence compact) discs in E is the strongest locally convex topology on E which coincides with the given topology J on every set of FA. topology. In this case, E = E*.
11.2 Corollary. Let E be a locally convex space. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every locally convex space F such that F is complete and every closed linear map u: F -* E, u is weakly continuous. The next lemma follows easily from Lemma 11.1:
11.3 Lemma. Let (a) = (a2): "E is quasi-complete."
We denote E, together with the topology of uniform convergence on the compact discs of E , by E™ We have continuous linear maps E^, -» Er>-» F -♦ E and all the spaces involved share the same precompact sets. We conclude then that E' = (E-.)' and hence that E[3"a]' = (E^)'p = E'.
Again, we get a restatement of Theorem 8.12 in this context:
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(1) For every locally convex space F such that F is quasi-complete and every closed linear map u: F -» F, u is weakly continuous.
(2) For every dense subspace H of E , we have E C Ho.
We denote by E the smallest subspace of E containing E which is polar-semireflexive, i.e., in which every precompact set is relatively compact.
The next lemma follows easily from Lemma 11.1.
11.5 Lemma. Let (a) = (a'j) <=» (a'6): "E* is polar-semireflexive."
We denote by Eg the locally convex space obtained by equipping E with the structure on uniform convergence on the compact sets of E . We . *^j P have (Ex) = F. and we have continuous maps E^, -» Em -» Ex --> E" -> E, P P p P P P all the spaces involved sharing the same precompact sets. From this, we conclude that E = (Eg),, and so (Eg)
is polar-semireflexive. Again, we get a restatement of Theorem 8.12 in this context.
11.6 Corollary. Let E be a locally convex space. The following are equivalent:
(1) For every locally convex space F such that F is polar-semireflexive and every closed linear map u: F -* E, u is weakly continuous.
Each of the three closed-graph theorems stated so far might just as well have been stated in terms of a domain space F for which F " satisfies a given completeness condition. Generally speaking this is not a very strong condition to impose on F and it is to be expected that, in order to ease the task for finding a suitable space E as the codomain, the condition on F should be strengthened. So we shift our attention from (a) to ira).
Passing from (a) to ira) is a nonnegligible process in this case. The reason lies in the difficulty of giving a satisfying description of E[S ] .
The following two lemmas probably will not help much, but they seem to be all that is available. The first could just as well have been stated in §8. After the second, we will proceed immediately with closed-graph theorems.
11.7 Lemma. Let E[J] be a locally convex space. Let 3*0 = J. // 72 ¿s a?2 eve72 ordinal, let S +1 be the Mackey topology of S . If n is an odd inclusive enough to be satisfied by any ultrabornological space. The theorems of the previous section generalize our theorems about UlO-spaces, a study that is already over-general. Nonetheless, the last section is a natural prelude to this one, and, given that section, any attempt to develop the material of this section with such explicitness would only be repetitious.
It is also interesting that this section directly generalizes §10, since the theory here reduces to that of that section if the topology on all spaces involved is presumed weak. We make that explicit in the following restatement of Theorem 8.12 in this context:
12.1 Corollary. Let (E, E ) be a dual system. If the statements of (1) are satisfied, then ET is a i$>&-space.
The following is the restatement of Theorem 8.13 in this context.
12.2 Corollary. Let iS) be one of the following properties of locally convex spaces F:
(1) F is a Mackey space and F is complete.
(2) F is a Mackey space and F is quasi-complete.
(3) F is a Mackey space and F' is polar-semireflexive.
Let E be a locally convex space. The following are equivalent:
(a) E is a (8&-space.
(b) For every dense subspace H of E , we have E C E[r(E, //) ] .
